Custom Burners

Custom burner orders must be
PAID IN FULL before being
processed

Match Lit Custom Burners are available:

Burner & Fittings
Gas Coal Set
Total

$300.00
$175.00
$475.00

Homefires is not responsible for
knowing the specifics of your local
building and safety codes and will not
CUSTOM BURNER ORDER FORM
accept returns based on related
issue.
To insure that the custom tray will fit and indeed suit the existing grate, the following
information is required:
Date
Name (please print)
•
Mail a template of the interior of your existing grate if the interior has any curves.
We are able to match these precisely but have to have a hard copy to do so. If the
shape is a simple rectangle or trapezoid simply supply dimensions will be suitable.
Address
The template should represent the exact size of the interior of the grate, the burner
will be made ¼” less in width and the depth of the burner will be 1” less in the rear,
and this is so that there is space for airflow.
City
State
Zip
•
Usually, there are three types of grates/inserts we build custom burners for: a
freestanding grate removable - where the entire bottom grid is removable. A
freestanding grate partial/fixed where only part or none of the bottom is
Day Phone
Evening Phone
removable. And a cast iron insert, where the bottom and the front are one piece
that mount into the firebox. Please notate which type of grate you have when
ordering.
Email Address
•
The custom match lit burners will be made with an adjustable elbow that will allow
for connection from any side. This elbow is about 1” Wide and is centered on the
Please indicate how you learned about Homefires
bottom of the burner tray. If you have a grid or part of the grate that blocks or
restricts this elbow it will have to be cut out. The same applies for a remote
In order to convert your old or existing grate/cast iron insert into a decorative gas coal
controlled burner, except that the remote valve, tubing, and pilot assembly take up
about a 6”D x 9”W area (which is usually more to the left side than the right); AND
fire the following conditions are required:
the grid will need to have at least 4” of space below to accommodate room for
•
You must have an existing fireplace and working flue/chimney that are suitable for
these components.
burning a wood/solid fuel fire. We recommend you have the flue/chimney swept
•
Please
send a few photos of the grate for visual reference; top, front, and angles.
before installation. For safety & aesthetic reasons your fire must be vented
•
Please
sketch the general shape of the tray to be made in the space below. Be
properly.
sure to identify which side is the front and which is back.
•
A standard match lit custom burner is made for NG only and uses 40,000 BTU/hr.
SKETCH
•
We do have the capability of creating custom remote systems. Because a
Front Width:
custom remote burner has a pilot flame, we can create this type of burner for use
Back Width:
with propane gas as well as natural gas. Cost is $950.
Depth at Center:
•
A custom fitted tray may not meet code in your area, may not pass inspection in
Depth at Left Side:
Depth at Right Side:
new construction, and this may make it difficult to find someone to install them.
•
Homefires accepts no responsibility or liability for incidental or consequential
damages.
•
These units can be installed by any certified plumber or mechanical contractor.
All the necessary embers, fittings and installation instructions are supplied. The
match lit systems can be used with either a floor mounted key valve or gas cock.
There will be no refunds on custom burners. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

America’s Exclusive Distributor of Real Flame® Firebaskets

If you have questions, or to submit form, please call, write, or fax:
AQR Inc dba Homefires
Phone: 800-749-4049
2644 Shenandoah Ave.
alex@homefiresusa.com
Charlotte, NC 28205
www.homefiresusa.com

